Electron power flow in two radial magnetically insulated transmission lines (MITLs) coupled to a vacuum post-hole convolute is studied using 3D particle-in-cell simulations. The simulation uses parameters based on the Z accelerator MITL-convolute at Sandia National Laboratories and is designed for high computational efficiency. At sufficiently high voltages, electron emission upstream of the convolute results in a portion of the current carried by the transmission lines to flow in an electron sheath along the cathode surfaces. The simulations show that at 50-200 TW, the transition from the individual MITLs to the convolute results in a portion of the MITL sheath current being lost to both anode and cathode structures. The losses are identified as a function of radius and correlated with Poynting vector stream lines which can be followed by individual electrons. The difference between the current in the system upstream of the convolute and current delivered to the load (defined as the loss current) increases with both operating voltage and load impedance. The effects of space-charge-limited (SCL) ion emission from anode surfaces are considered for several specific cases in both steady-state and timedependent simulation models. The impact of cathode plasma formation on the loss current is also considered for the time-dependent simulation results. For the case of a 0.3 Ω load, the loss current fraction increases by ~7 times between the electron only and plasma simulations. Collectively, these simulation results are being used to help formulate design criteria for high-power MITLconvolute systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many pulsed power systems utilize vacuum transmission lines (VTLs) to carry power from the source to the load. Some VTLs carry many mega-amps of current over relatively short timescales and must satisfy system-design criteria such as low inductance and minimal current loss [1, 2] . The Z accelerator at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) utilizes four efficient, radial, magnetically insulated transmission lines (MITLs) that are connected in parallel by a double post-hole convolute (DPHC) which then drives a single VTL to the load [3] . Post-hole convolutes have successfully connected highpower VTLs on several pulsed power accelerators [4, 5, 6] .
As the MITLs approach the DPHC on the Z accelerator, the anode-cathode (AK) gaps have a spacing of ~1 cm to maintain magnetic insulation in the presence of electrode plasma formation and electron drift, both of which eventually result in AK gap closure [7, 8, 9, 10] . In the uniform radial gap MITL the vacuum impedance is inversely proportional to the radius, resulting in the electron sheath temporarily lifting away from the cathode structure. This drives quasi-periodic structures (vortices) in the electron flow [11, 12, 13] . The MITL connection to the DPHC is another large impedance change. As the sheath encounters the DPHC, it is disrupted in such a way that a portion of the electron current is lost to the anode structures.
In this paper, we use fully kinetic, fully electromagnetic, 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to examine current losses in both steady-state and timedependent idealized MITL-convolute systems. For specific cases we consider the impact of (i) electron sheath current upstream of the convolute, (ii) anode ion emission, and (iii) cathode plasma formation as possible contributors to loss current. Section II describes the steady-state idealized MITL-convolute simulation model and associated constraints and Sec. III presents results from these simulations. Section IV describes the timedependent simulation model and associated results. Section V presents a brief summary of the results of this study.
II. STEADY-STATE SIMULATION MODEL
We carry out fully kinetic, electromagnetic, 3D (r, θ, z) simulations using the PIC code Lsp [14] to examine losses in a steady-state, idealized MITL-convolute system. The time step is set to resolve both the electron cyclotron frequency and the electron plasma frequency. The cell sizes throughout the simulation volume are 1 mm in the r-and z-directions and 0.0131 radians in the θ-direction. Note that this resolution allows for an approximation of the electron sheath that is acceptable for determining current losses and does not fully resolve sheath dynamics [3] .
The steady-state simulation model geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1 The steady-state simulations have well-defined temporal phases. The first phase, referred to as the cold test, lasts for 10 ns and consists of forward traveling voltage waveforms being introduced to the three input boundaries and allows the system to equilibrate at peak operating levels. Note that no particles exist in the simulation during this phase. The second phase, referred to as the electron-only phase, introduces electrons to the system. All cathode surfaces that experience an electric field stress higher than 240 kV/cm emit electrons [15] . After electrons are introduced, we again allow the system to equilibrate. Note that the presence of vortices in the electron sheath creates a quasi-equilibrium state rather than a true equilibrium. The third phase, the electron-ion phase, introduces ions to the system. Ohmic heating and energy deposited by electrons on anode surfaces serve to increase the temperature of the conductor leading to plasma formation [19] . This thin plasma is a source of space-charge-limited emitted ions. All anode surfaces that experience a temperature increase of more than 400°C emit ions [19] [20] . For this case, ion emission extended radially from the load out to r~10 cm.
The low ratio of plasma magnetic field to magnetic field pressure in the electron sheath causes many electrons to move along Poynting vector streamlines, illustrated in. Fig. 2 . Starting at large radius, streamlines from level B enter the convolute and pass through the cathode hole. They travel upward along a trajectory that passes above the final cathode and follows the final anode, suggesting that level B electrons are more likely to contribute to current lost to the anode in the final VTL relative to the level A electrons [3] . 
III. STEADY-STATE SIMULATION RESULTS
We examined three variations on the system parameters described above: operating voltage, load impedance, and geometric dimensions. Below we provide a brief summary of a small portion of the results.
Current loss in the simulations is quantified both in magnitude and location throughout the MITL-convolute system. Plots of the steady-state sheath current as a function of radius were calculated for each simulation. Figure 3 is one such plot for an electron-only simulation with an operating voltage of 5.9 MV and load impedance of 0.3 Ω with power flowing from right (large radius) to left (small radius). Sheath current in the simulations is calculated as I A -I K =I S , where I A is the total bound anode current at the simulation inlet boundaries, I K is the cathode current, and I S is the sheath current. Notice that the sheath current is consistently ~630 kA in the MITLs upstream of the convolute and then quickly drops to a final value of ~125 kA after the convolute. This decrease in the sheath current with decreasing radius is due both to electron losses to anode components (about 85%) and electron retrapping to cathode components (about 15%). An
] of ~4% is obtained for this case [3] . A second simulation with a load impedance of 0.1 Ω resulted in a loss current fraction of ~2%. The sheath current for simulations scanning the impact of operating voltage and load impedance on system current losses can be seen in frames (a) and (b), respectively, of Fig. 4 . The loss-current scaling with voltage is found to be approximately linear for this idealized MITL-convolute configuration. Assuming that the lower two MITL levels (C and D) and lower half of the DPHC undergo the same relative loss magnitude, the values shown in Fig. 4(a) can be approximately doubled for direct comparison to the DPHC used on Z and ZR. Thus for voltages between 3 and 6 MV (roughly spanning the Z operating regime for a 0.3 Ω load), current losses between 400 kA and 1 MA are estimated, largely a result of electron sheath currents that are launched in the MITLs upstream of the convolute.
One estimate for the electron sheath current in a radial transmission line is [5, 16, 17] 
where Z v is the characteristic impedance of the MITL (Ω), V is the voltage (V), r is the radius (m), d is the AK gap (m) and I A is the bound current of the anodes (A). A curve created by this estimate is plotted as the black line in Fig. 4(b) . This theory has been expanded in a collisional sheath model [18] that includes effective collisions such as EM fluctuations that create a thicker sheath. The sheath current using this expanded theory is 
and is plotted as the red line in Fig. 4(b) . Both theories yield reasonable estimates for the sheath current in the MITL-convolute simulation as seen in Fig. 4(b) . The large impedance disruption due to the presence of the convolute will cause a difference between theory and simulation results. We briefly explored ion emission from various anode components to demonstrate additional current losses due to the presence of ions in the system. In the self-consistent case where ion emission is legislated by the temperature increase of all anode structures, the total losses approximately doubled, yielding a loss current fraction of ~7% [3] .
IV. TIME-DEPENDENT SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS
The time-dependent simulation model is very similar to the steady-state model. Again, the geometric dimensions are based on the Z accelerator and only a single upper post out of twelve is modeled. The radial extent of the simulation is increased as illustrated in Fig.  5 . The load connection is moved to the end of a short coaxial section to improve numerical stability of the simulations over longer time scales. Symmetry boundaries are utilized in lieu of periodic boundaries so the simulation model is reduced in size by half in the θ-direction. The forward-traveling voltage pulses that are applied to the inlet boundaries have 100 ns rise times. The respective magnitudes for levels A and B and the coax inlets are set such that the same power balance ratio is obtained as in the steady-state case. In addition, a model for Ohmic heating of the conductors is included which works in concert with the electron energy deposition model. The electron-only time-dependent simulation yielded the same percentage of current losses at peak power as the steady-state simulation to within the measurement error. For the time-dependent simulation with ~19.3 MA of load current in a 0.3 Ω load, the electron-only simulation yields a loss current (I A -I L ) of ~ 800 kA as seen in Fig. 6(a) . Early-time (t<35 ns) loss current fractions are much higher due to incomplete insulation of the electrons at these times.
After confirming that the electron-only timedependent simulation was in agreement with the previous steady-state results, we conducted a self-consistent electron-ion simulation like the one described above for the steady-state simulation, allowing anode surfaces to begin emitting ions as the surface temperature increased above 400°C. This simulation, with ~18.2 MA load current in a 0.3 Ω load, yielded ~2.2 MA of loss current, ~11% loss current fraction, and is seen in Fig. 6(b) . After 100 ns, ion emission extends radially from the load region to r~10.2 cm. As observed in the electron-only and electron-ion steady-state simulations, the losses increase linearly with voltage. Thus for these dI/dt values considered here, the system appears to be in a quasiequilibrium-like state at all times. We next explored loss-current magnitudes in the presence of an evolving cathode plasma. The cathode plasma model assumes a prescribed desorption rate from the conductor surface once electron emission thresholds are reached [21, 22] . Cathode plasma formation spans both the convolute and the MITLs upstream of the convolute. In the case with the 0.3 Ω load, loss current exceeded 6 MA (loss current fraction ~27%) [ Fig. 7(a) ]. This is due to cathode plasmas in the MITLs partially closing the AK gaps and altering the sheath current flow. A simulation with load impedance of 0.1 Ω shows ~2 MA of loss current (~2% loss current fraction) [ Fig. 7(b) ], demonstrating that the cathode plasma expands more rapidly in the higher electric fields in the MITLs and convolute. Note that dynamic wire array loads typically have a rising impedance that peaks near the implosion time (peak power) and the largest current losses on the Z accelerator are seen at that time, consistent with our simulation results. 
V. SUMMARY
Two series of highly idealized, 3D simulations of coupled MITL-convolute systems have been carried out. These series include steady-state electron-only and electron-ion simulations and time-dependent electrononly, electron-ion, and cathode plasma simulations. Simulation models are idealized MITL-convolute systems based on the geometry of the Z accelerator at SNL.
Using the steady-state model, sheath current loss and retrapping effects have been identified during quasiequilibrium conditions. Simulated loss current scaling with load impedance is found to agree with a collisional sheath model [18] for the parameters considered here. Using the time-dependent model, the sheath current loss and retrapping effects seen in the steady-state model were confirmed.
Losses due to anode ion emission increased over those of the electron-ion simulation as seen in the steadystate simulations. Both electron-only and electron-ion simulations show loss current that increases as a function of voltage as seen in the steady-state simulation results.
Time-dependent simulations including cathodeplasma formation were also conducted. These simulations suggest that the load impedance dominates system performance and can cause excessive current loss due to gap closure in the MITLs upstream of the convolute when plasma is present. They show that current losses increase as the voltage in the system increases, suggesting the system is in a quasi-equilibriumlike state for this choice of dI/dt.
Further work is necessary to quantify current lost to specific locations throughout the MITL-convolute system utilizing time-dependent simulations and to determine design criteria for a lower-loss MITL-convolute system. Collectively, these simulation results are being used to help formulate design criteria for high-power MITLconvolute systems.
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